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The Coronavirus epidemic could perturb our business continuity and modify our working conditions. To cope

with these changes, OCE has established a Business Continuity Plan (BCP). 

 

This document lists the actions to protect our teams while continuing the activity so that we can react

quickly. Indeed OCE took measures based on the articles L4121-1 and the next ones from the French

Labour Code to insure the security and the protection of its employees. 

 

The good reactions and decisions to overcome this crisis

EVALUATE ORGANIZE IDENTIFY RESSOURCES PREVENTION ANTICIPATE



OCE DECISIONS

EVALUATE

ORGANIZE

IDENTIFY

RESSOURCES

The pandemic risk has been evaluated in our unique document. It matches to the evaluation of biologic risk.

The company established an organisation to benefit from technical and managerial capacity in order to insure
the business continuity and meet the requirements of their clients. Each employee has a dispensation for his
movement.

Continued activity according to the clients’ needs
Cancelled construction site : planned as a priority during the total recovery               

To meet the requirements of the clients who maintain their activity and those who stopped it :    

OCE has evaluated the human ressources for the activity

Sampling Laboratory :
   Strategy manager : teleworking
   Coordination manager : teleworking
   Assistant : at work half day
   Samplers’ intervention based on volunteering.
If there is no volunteer : short-time working
   Reports Assistants : teleworking

Analysis Laboratory :
    Manager : teleworking
    LAB REF 27 manager : teleworking
    Technical analyst : 2 workers shifts

Diagnostic Laboratory :
   Manager : teleworking
   Assistant : at work half day 
 Diagnosticians’ intervention based on
volunteering. If there is no volunteer  :
short-time working

Training : 
     Adjourned

Other services : 
    Teleworking
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Internal Communication :
     Barrer gesture
     Hygiene measures to be applied at work
     Working organization
     Facemask wearing for analysis laboratory teams
     PPE wearing for technicians and diagnosticians

Due to transition to stage 3, teleworking is now a standard for positions that allow it. 

OCE DECISIONS

PREVENTION

TELEWORKING

The meeting room is available - respect of barrer gesture :

     - Refrigerator handles, microwave, tap wiping

     - Restriction of the number of people who have access to the kitchen
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LUNCH AT WORK



MEASURES TAKEN FOR EMPLOYEES WITHIN THE OFFICE

- Apply distancing measures

- Not to use the phone of another worker

- Restrict meetings and the participants while respecting the barrer gesture

- Restrict gathering

- Cancel or report movements

- Move samplers' crates in the corridor

- Provide desinfected wipes for each office and department

- Door handle cleaning with desinfected wipe

- Common hardware cleaning with desinfected wipe (franking machine, microwaves, keyboard…)

- Common hardware cleaning with desinfected wipes 

              - computer equipment (keyboard, mouse, …)

              - specific materials (trackball, microscopes...) 

- Use protective gloves during manipulations (while preparing and analysing) 

- Phone cleaning with desinfected wipes after using it

- Working as team of 2 while keeping the security distancing 

- In case of protracted presence the wearing of facemask is required 

MEASURES FOR ANALYSIS LABORATORY
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MEASURES TAKEN FOR DIAGNOSTICIANS – ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION INSPECTORS

These measures clarify those provided in the job description and methods

Special requirements
 

                 - Watch over the availability of desinfected wipes, garbage bags, Presonal Protective Equipment. 

                 - Opt for free building interventions

                 - During metings highlight intervention measures (especially barrer gesture)

                 - In case of rejection of the customer, do not insist and inform every people who have to know about the refusal

Intervention organization
                 - Confirm the intervention measures to the tenants in order to respect health regulations 

                 - Intervention : Keep the occupants away from the intervention area

                 - For decontaminations : to desinfect the area after the intervention
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MEASURES TAKEN FOR DIAGNOSTICIANS – ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION INSPECTORS

Electrical control particularities
 

          General reminders about electrical diagnostics:
Do not operated under voltage

If it is impossible, keep the contacts away

If it is complicated, use of PPE (insulating gloves, glasses, insulating carpet, insulating materials...)

 

           Regarding the risk of contamination of these IPE
1. For the electrical diagnostic, use a new pair of gloves.

2. Then use your insulating gloves : in order to lay of the main distribution table and/or circuit breakers.

3. Cut the Circuit Breakers off with your insulating gloves, glasses, insulating carpet and insulating materials... and keep your face away when you

press the test button. 

4. Clean the material with desinfected wipes.

5. Do your voltage detector, if it is conclusive, do a control of the elements of the Main Distribution Table with the gloves of phase 1.

6. Clean material with desinfected wipes.

7. Put your gloves, glasses, insulating materials etc... back to retensioning.

8. Clean material with desinfected wipes.

9. Cut the Circuit Breakers off with your insulating gloves, glasses, insulating materials... and keep your face away when you press the test button.

10. Put the Main Distribution Table and the Circuit Breakers back with your gloves, glasses, insulating carpet and the insulating materials

11. Clean material with desinfected wipes.

12. Continue with your diagnostic with the PPE requested within the diagnostic prescriptions.

13. Your materials must be decontaminated when you leave. Clean material with desinfected wipes.
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MEASURES TAKEN FOR DIAGNOSTICIANS – ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION INSPECTORS

Building access
 
If the building is empty put your gloves on, and clean the door handles, the buttons and everything that could be contaminated with desinfected

wipes.

Clean also your gloves with desinfected wipes. (There always is a risk of reflex movement to the face or the eyes) 

 

In the presence of people on site, put your gloves on and clean eveything you will touch with desinfected wipes (doorbell, intercom, elevator

button...).

Attend to customer while respecting the barrer gesture. 

If the client do not want the mission to be done, give the inflormation to the assistant who will inform the people who need to know the information. 

Require to work alone, otherwise respect the distancing measures. In case of protracted presence, the wearing of the mask is required. 

 

Before having any close contact, use your PPE, your suit and P3 half mask. You have to respect the maximum duration of the session. 

For the decontamination, leave the local and take your suit and gloves off that you put into a garbage bag. Clean your half mask with desinfected

wipes and put it in a plastic bag.

 

Leave the customer while respecting the barrer gesture. 

 

 

Note
 
If two workers are required, use the Peugeot 3008 with one as the driver and one behind (respect of the barrer gesture)
Otherwise use one vehicle per person

Place of safety : your vehicle 

Not to let anybody get in the car, clean it regularly with desinfected wipes (wheel, gearbox, handles...)
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MEASURES TAKEN FOR DIAGNOSTICIANS – ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION INSPECTORS

Waste management :
The disposal of contaminated waste by Coronavirus must comply with the following rules (not

including the abestos risk) :

 

Use materials entirely dedicated to the waste (gloves, wipes, an 30 liters-opaque garbage bag

with a functional locking system).

When the garbage bag is almost full, put it in another garbage bag which matches the same

requrements, then you can close it. 

Put a label on the bag with the date and time of closing.

Stock it during 24 hours. The repect of this time greatly reduces the virus’s viability on porous

materials. 

After this time, you can throw it out with the household garbage. 

 

Caution, in case of asbestos risks, waste will be double-bagged.
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MEASURES TAKEN FOR SAMPLERS – INTERVENTIONS MANAGER

These measures clarify those provided in the job description and methods
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Special requirements
 

                 - Watch over the availability of desinfected wipes, garbage bags, PPE. 

                 - Opt for free building interventions

                 - During metings highlight intervention measures (especially barrer gesture)

                 - In case of rejection of the customer, do not insist and inform every people who have to know about the refusal



Building access
 

If the building is empty put your gloves on, and clean the door handles, the buttons and everything that could be contaminated with desinfected

wipes.

Clean also your gloves with desinfected wipes. (There always is a risk of reflex movement to the face or the eyes)

 

In the presence of people on site, put your gloves on and clean eveything you will touch with desinfected wipes (doorbell, intercom, elevator

button...).

Attend to customer while respecting the barrer gesture.

If the client do not want the mission to be done, give the inflormation to the assistant who will inform the people who need to know the information.

 

For your preparation on work site (flow, filter system...). Demand to work alone in the place, or to make your preparation in your vehicle or outside. 

Before you get in the approch or recovery area, take your Personal Protective Equipment, suit, gloves, P3 half-mask and respect the time session.

 

Avoid direct contact if not, limited in time.
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MEASURES TAKEN FOR SAMPLERS – INTERVENTIONS MANAGER



MEASURES TAKEN FOR SAMPLERS – INTERVENTIONS MANAGER

Operator measures
 

        - No entry into the zone is allowed in order to avoid decontamination by airlock : too much risks in the showers and cloakrooms. 

        - Privilegiate observation bubble while desinfecting it with wipes. 

        - Warn the client that the measure cannot be a validation or an assessment one in the absence of direct observation. 

        - Train the operators to the removing and the desinfecting of material after cleaning it. 

        - Leave some wipes. 

        - Material recovery : there is risk in showers and cloakrooms, that's why you must no exceed the airlock. 

        - Sampling material will have to be desinfected by operators within airlock 4 or 3. 

        - Come into the airlock wearing your Personal Protective Equipment, suit, gloves P3 half-mask, and clean one more time your material within

the airlock. 

         - Clean the filters, the bottles and the sampling bags with desinfected wipes in order to avoid any transmission to Laboratory

         

For the decontamination, leave the place and take your equipment off and put it into a garbage bag. Clean your half-mask with a desinfected wipe

and put it into a plastic bag. 

Leave the customer while respecting the barrer gesture.

For the finalisation of your mission, cleaning... Demand to work alone within the preparation place or do it in your car. 
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Note
 

If two workers are required, use the Peugeot 3008 with one as the driver and one behind (respect of the barrer gesture)
Otherwise use one vehicle per person

Place of safety : your vehicle 

Not to let anybody get in the car, clean it regularly with desinfected wipes (wheel, gearbox, handles...)



MEASURES TAKEN FOR SAMPLERS – INTERVENTIONS MANAGER
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Waste management :
The disposal of contaminated waste by Coronavirus must comply with the following rules (not

including the abestos risk) :

 

Use materials entirely dedicated to the waste (gloves, wipes, an 30 liters-opaque garbage bag

with a functional locking system).

When the garbage bag is almost full, put it in another garbage bag which matches the same

requrements, then you can close it. 

Put a label on the bag with the date and time of closing.

Stock it during 24 hours. The repect of this time greatly reduces the virus’s viability on porous

materials. 

After this time, you can throw it out with the household garbage. 

 

Caution, in case of asbestos risks, waste will be double-bagged.
 



Get out of your car, take disposable gloves, open the reservoir, insert your credit card, enter the

code, remove your credit card, take the fill handle and refuel. 

Put the handle down. Take your ticket with the glove. Take it off by the inside and leave it into

the bin. 

Close the reservoir and get in the car. 

Postman and delivery man         

         - Apply distancing measures  

         - Mail delivery without any physical contact 

       - If a signature is needed, ask the postman or the delivery man to do it. The presence of

staff confirms the receiving. 

         - Parcels must be stock in a mark out area

 

Maintenance of laboratory materials
         - Apply distancing measures

         - Take your mask and gloves before you get in the laboratory. 

     - The technician must be alone while ensuring the maintenance of the materials, the

presence of other people is forbidden. 

MEASURES TAKEN FOR THE FUEL TANK

MEASURES TAKEN FOR PEOPLE OUTSIDE THE COMPANY
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Any people outside the company must respect the measures of our Business Continuity Plan



HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF AND
OTHERS ?

HOW THE VIRUS IS TRANSMITTED ? WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS ?

By droplet spash
Face to face during at least 15
minutes

Employer must protect his employees having or not the symptoms (temperature, breath signs, cough...) 

How ?

    - Send the employee back home

    - Call the 15 if symptoms are severe

    - Inform the other salaries who have been in touch with the employee

    - Clean the working spaces with desinfected wipes

PARTICULAR RISKS FOLLOWING THE VIRUS SPREAD

CORONAVIRUS : WHAT YOU HAVE TO KNOW ?

USEFUL INFORMATIONS : 0 800 130 000 / GOUVERNEMENT.FR/INFO-CORONAVIRUS

MEASURES TO BE TAKEN IN CASE OF CONTAMINATION OR SUSPICION OF CONTAMINATION
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HUMAN RELATIONS

Human ressources get in touch with the employees (once or twice a week). They remind them to protect

themselves and their family. 

ANTICIPATE

Projects or interventions initially planned or cancelled have been listed. 

An establishment of contact is needed in order to anticipate and plan the activity recovery of our clients. 

 

An identification of staff capable of go back to work will be done.

 

Creation of a crisis unit
This unit is composed of the Manager, the Administrative and Financial Manger and the Quality-security and

Environment Manager. This unit meets as many times as necessary and at least once a week. It aims the

identification of the dificulties of the crisis and activity recovery. 
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OCE 
 

BREST - LE MANS - LILLE - LYON -
MONT DE MARSAN - RENNES - SAINT

BRIEUC - SAINT NAZAIRE - VIRE
NORMANDIE


